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ABSTRACT 

The increase in the growth of the companies implies certain techniques to keep 

up their place stable around their environment. Marketing involves both production and 

service routine to a customer. The company’s enhancement is determined by each employee 

present in it. The proposed system introduces a vestigo technique to remove the barrier of 

monitoring employee in the marketing field. The kalman filter initially observe the state 

position, based accomplished using kalman filtering and the accuracy of the position is 

estimated via WAAS. An android which was launched by the Google and it provides 

imaginary google map and location service. This feature helps in monitoring employee 

through the smartphone device. Vestigo enables the admin not only to track an employee also 

with the Attendance, Target details, Company updates, Shift details and a special office mode 

facility.  Vestigo technique reduces the complexity of rendering software, devices to maintain 

attendance and manual labour. 

Index Terms: GPS positioning, Kalman filter, WAAS. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Android Smartphone users reached above 80% through worldwide within 2016 and 75% 

in India. Since the use in android mobiles, increasingly larger among people which also helps 

the usage application largely.  The employee monitoring based upon internet Monitor helps to 

trace the URLs visited by the employee. Secondly, Phone Monitor which records the staff’s 

interactions with clients. Thirdly, tracking the location via Vehicle Monitor of an employee. 

These are widely used monitoring among many organizations so far.  

Earlier, the employee was monitored thru the usage of internet known as Internet 

Monitoring. Internet monitoring hire certain software so as to block appropriate websites 
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under the conditions of the companies. Many business organizations almost 65% companies 

make use of this facility. Purchasing a special software rather than using the normal operating 

system. These operating system is purchased with a year limit validity which is extremely 

cost and have to be maintained with the separate cost. 

Secondly, call recorder facility widely used in related to the brand ambassador field. 

Because the customer queries or expectations during the delivery of the product or from the 

suppliers are examined. So these examined suggestions may be recorded for the development 

of the brand. Then the vehicle tracking technology, it is not possible to fit a gps device for 

each individual employee. And if the employee resigned the job then cost of the gps device 

can’t be replaced, if damaged.  

Similarly, the monitoring is done via by CCTV cameras which covers the entire 

surveillance and records it. The CCTV does not point out any particular person or cannot 

insist to call them, it simply captures every stable objects along with anything that moves. 

And that recorded information can be retrieved anytime. Many organizations encompass the 

above mentioned criteria till to date. Vestigo application focus in the development of 

removing the above barriers and it is an admiring user interactive application. 

The existing system states some of the earlier employee monitoring as follows: Initially 

the attendance system is evaluated through the employee signature in registry, Access card or 

using bio-metric device. The bio-metric system is recently used in several organizations, but 

it reveals our own personal data as a security identification which also expensive and need 

separate maintenance cost. Some company uses the CCTV cameras for indoor employee 

monitoring so that the data are stored as video in order to retrieve later. Definitely CCTV 

should be monitored by another person to make employee monitoring possible.  

Finally, the disadvantage comprises that the macro structure business environment is 

monitored by a stable mechanism like CCTV cameras. The employee is tracked using 

Vehicle monitor or System software. Separate software needs maintenance cost. The GPS 

devices for each vehicle is not possible with investing money. CCTV capturing need 

Computer or LED to monitor employee activities. Requires separate employee to monitor 

other employers. Devices are highly expensive. 

The proposed work based the android application which enables the google map feature. 

The google map shows an imaginary street, road, map of several cities and countries. And it 
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is possible via satellites launched by the google [GNSS-Global Navigation Satellite System]. 

GNSS feature helps in determine position, time and the movement of the person visually. The 

monitoring is possible which helps to trace the employee at outdoor shift times. So the major 

advantage of using this application is using GPS, the trace of each individual employee can 

be identified by the admin. The admin can monitor an employee anywhere in the world, 

he/she has no range limit. Admin can also manage the employee, view their location, send 

update, create groups, issue targets to estimate the salary, attendance and performance of each 

employee. Vestigo enables the office mode facility. Employee just need to switch into the 

office mode by turning ON. Additionally, vestigo application runs from the android version 

4.1(KitKat) along with the API level of 20 which is extremely low cost. The main objective 

of the project is to monitor the employee where it has done successfully by means of simple 

and flexible. The vestigo app is a user friendly portable application.  

 

2. RELATED WORK 

According to Md. Ziaul Hoque [1]., GPS depend upon the time, position and 

movement (i.e., entire Location) which will work anywhere in the world on different weather 

conditions.  GPS was initially intended for military, under the US Department of defence. But 

in 1980s, this system is extended for the civilian use. GPS is a high advanced technology 

which uses space-based navigation system. This functionality points out the meticulous spot 

during search on the earth. 

The proposed work of Krishna Shah [2]., GPS is a Global Navigation Satellite System 

(GNSS). GPS satellites simultaneously transmit their current time and position where the 

GPS receiver solves certain equations to determine the exact and real position. Nowadays it is 

a built-in hardware in the mobile which is used for navigation and tracking. The algorithm 

named Kalman Filter, depends upon the position and velocity. Position depends on what 

velocity it moves. [Position, Velocity along with the variance]. It involves in the current state 

at certain time to predict the next state at another time which plays a major role in vestigo 

application.  

Mahesh Kadibagil [3]., has been developed an android application enables google map 

service to create an easy link for the developers. Since GPS uses satellite, it also include 

mobile client(users), repository(Php,SQL), web client(manage & view) and map 
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service(mobile & web client). These four categories  are the major role in GPS which allow 

any user to create different mobile application. 

The mobile system is mounted with the gps device is developed by Luís C. M. Varandas 

[4]., which makes the tracking easier. The major techniques behind tracking is finding the 

latitude, longitude and altitude that implies a three dimensional position. In this event of 

summarization [5]., Gps Satellite constellation consist of 24 satellites at the signal speed of 

1575.42MHz to the receivers. Operational Control Segment monitors the satellite health 

(operations done without error) status and unhealthy (if satellites are not tracked properly). 

User Receiving Equipment is mounted with devices like smart watch, planes, ships, cars, 

smart phones.  

Trilateration[6]., has been introduced in GPS system tries to detect the position of the 

device(receivers) and the satellites. The time, speed that the receiver looks from the devices is 

by the three satellites known as trilateration. The signal from the satellites travels at the speed 

of the light, the location is calculated as a 3D compass view imaginary spheres. Those 

calculations are performed at high speed of estimating the direction, speed, position among 

the satellite clock and gps time. The high speed is done through the microwaves which takes 

certain seconds from the satellite and to the receiver. The trilateration basically achieved via 

three satellites but additionally it acquires fourth satellite for estimating whether the initial 

observed calculation is accurate without any fault. This gps navigation is possible with the 

modern electronics present inside the mobile which permits to pin point the exact location. 

In [7], GPS can make use of finding latitude and longitude position (i.e., 2D). The lat and 

lng find out the exact position, afterwards it starts analysing to obtain the 3D view which 

comprises speed, distance, movement etc. A GPS signal information is given by: I) 

Pseudorandom code – An ID for satellites present above the earth. II)Ephemeris data – 

Estimated current date and time. III)Almanac data – It reveals the position of each satellite 

present in the constellation.  

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

 The proposed work based on kalman filter, it eliminates the noise occurred during 

position valuation. Filtering is obtained by finding the exact position, the distance moved and 

then these results provide the gps information. The “Vestigo” is a Latin word which 
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represents “Track down/Investigate” and “Brand Ambassador” indicates “a promotion of 

particular company product”. Another approach Wide Area Augmentation System [WAAS], 

point out the particular position with high accuracy. WAAS satellites play an important role 

in the navigation problem. So the error deducted in gps are solved at a high speed using this 

satellite. 

 

Fig.1. Architecture Diagram of Vestigo Application 

Initially the Fig 1., involves the registration procedure, it contains the details of the 

employee. Once registered it automatically generates the profile of each individual employee. 

Afterward the employee views the targets and submit the daily report to the admin. 

Concerning admin he/she issue targets to each individual employee, monitors the location of 

the employee at their shift time, and maintains the performance of the employee.  
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Fig.2. Admin Activity 

Furthermore, Fig 2., the structure embroils with the question, “Whether the employee 

is an android user?”. If an employee is an android user, it directly leads to the registration 

procedure or else the company itself provides the office android phone. The admin verifies 

the employee detail and issue the office mobile in this case. After the registration process, the 

employee profile will be generated. The employee can view the targets, shift timing and 

submit the daily report to the admin. The admin can monitor the employee location at shift 

time. Therefore, admin issue the targets to the employee to maintain the attendance by check 

in/out of the employee and manipulate the salary progress. Besides it helps to decide the 

performance of the employee.  

 

Fig.3. Employee Activity 
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 As soon as the registration, the employee makes use of the app as illustrated in Fig 3., 

The shift time and targets are updated by the admin. The employee is monitored by the admin 

at shift time. The daily report submission based upon, “Targets are still in progress!”, 

“Completed today task perfectly”, “Weekly targets accomplished”.  Every shift time focus 8 

hours per day with a slight timing changes. The special office mode must turn ON at shift 

time or else it notifies every minute to the employee. Because the office mode records the 

work timing along with the attendance and the admin can outlook the employee location. If 

the office mode is OFF, the employee might lose the attendance and salary deduction. In case 

of any exception, the person has to convey to the admin.  

4. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed architecture consists of the following modules: 

USER 

 According to the survey, android users are increased in large number which leads in 

the creation of vestigo application.  Android mobile bridges the flexibility among the 

employees and the administration. 

A. REGISTRATION 

Initially the admin checks whether the employee is an android user or to issue the 

phone. After that procedure the employee is allowed to register into the vestigo app. The 

registration gathers the employee information for verification and let the employee to use the 

application. From registration process, the employee may login into the app. Suppose the app 

is uninstalled, the employee can retrieve the password through the OTP functionality. 

B. EMPLOYEE TASK 

The employee task related to their field allocated to them. Admin issue the task for 

each individual and the employee view it via the application itself. Even the report submits 

over the application. The admin and employee meets at monthly once where the admin 

intimates via the application. Daily target submission is must to the worker. The employee 

must turn ON the office mode, if not then the overall work cannot be updated. After their 

shift time ends the office mode automatically turns off. 

C. OFFICE MODE 
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The distinct feature of the vestigo app.  Office mode automatically calculates the 

attendance and tracks the location of the employee using GPS at this mode. Whenever this 

mode tends to OFF, the tracking & attendance also goes off. It popup the employee every 

minute to turn on, at their shift time. By turning ON, it updates the employee attendance, 

tracks the location of the employee using GPS and blocks applications like games, browsers, 

chatting applications. Using “Start break”, the employee can fix a time for a break. This turns 

the office mode OFF and automatically turn ON when the time expires for the break at their 

shift times.  

HEAD HONCHO 

Admin verifies the employee and allocate the task, shift time to each employee. The 

admin can also categorize the employee as team leader. By the reports updated from each 

employee, the admin judges the performance of an employee to manage and to maintain the 

attendance and salary. Admin monitors the worker in possible anywhere which is so simple.  

A. UPDATION 

 The app allows the employee to modify the personal detail like Email, Phone number, 

Qualification, Address, and Job field. Admin can view the update and may enquire. The 

updates are stored in the database as usual. 

B. GROUPS 

 The employee may join groups among other employee and the admin. They need to 

specify id no and name for it. In groups, they can share the status or request for leave to the 

admin.  

 

4.1 KALMAN FILTER ALGORITHM 

 The kalman filter obtain the measurement of current states along with the uncertainty 

occurs during the prediction. The kalman initially captures the state of position and with that 

position it continuously estimates the net state based on the previous positions. The kalman 

filter also used in navigation systems which include gps functionality. 1) Receives input 

satellite like latitude, longitude and altitude. 2) Displays the range graphically. 3) Modify the 

parameter based upon the previous state. 4) Predict the next state based upon the previous 

position. 5) Compare those predicted values to attain the movement frequently. 
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4.2 WIDE AREA AUGMENTATION SYSTEM [WAAS] 

 The WAAS major structure is of three Geostationary Satellite Links and six Ground 

Earth Stations for position reporting. It solves all the navigation problems obtained from the 

space. Through its high specification WAAS is operated on aircraft. The WAAS technology 

does not acquires any cost, it is free and it does not need any other equipment to make use of 

it. The improvement in accuracy high because it approximates the position within 3 meters 

from the atmosphere. 

4.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

Fig.4. Home Page 

Figure 4., shows the home page   of 

vestigo application. 

 

 

 

Fig.5. Login Page 

Initially Figure 5., shows the login 

procedure, it contains the employee owed 

id number along with the password.  
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Fig.6. Change Password Page 

Figure 6., specifies the OTP feature to 

change the password.  

 

 

Fig.7. Registration Page 

If the employee not registered or in case of 

uninstallation Figure 7., is required. it 

consists of employee details for employee 

verification.

 

Fig.8. Profile Page 

Figure 8., designates the details of the 

employee profile with the job description. 

 

Fig.9. Update Page 

Figure 9., if the employee  need to update  

his/she profile  then this  update page  will 

do so.
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Fig.10. Admin Tracks Employee 

Figure 10., Admin tracks the current 

location of the employee. 

 

Fig.11. Admin Checking Page 

Figure 11., Admin view the check in/ 

check out including the attendance. 

5. CONCLUSION 

 In proposed work, the employee tracking has been designed in handy application 

instead spending cost for CCTV and separate office software to keep track off. Vestigo 

application creates a portable platform in business environment which is possible to track the 

employee outdoor as well as indoor and to allocate their job specification in a simple manner. 

Since the kalman approach involved in vestigo technique is efficient and WAAS is a high-

tech feature. In future, multiple employee targeting is aimed to develop at a time to create a 

successful full-featured application with cheap cost.  
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